
Nyack Parks Meeting: 06/28//22  
 
Members in attendance: 
    Jim Willcox 
    Bert Hughes 
    Carolyn Cairns 
    Andrea DeVitto 
 
Meeting started at 6:30 in the Marina Parking Lot 
 
Points of Discussion: 
1 — Signage in the Marina Parking Lot - **Pending clarity from Parking Authority 
Jim noticed that during the Memorial Day Weekend there were no unoccupied parking spaces 
for marina slip-renters; spaces were occupied by cars without marina parking permits. A 
suggestion to change the signs on the marina fence that indicate these spots are reserved on 
weekends for marina slip renters with parking passes to weekend and holidays. 
 
2 — Andrea will follow up with Town Admin when the marina parking attendant will start, and 
what will be the hours. There is currently an attendant that monitors JUST the ramp access for 
boaters. Fri 1-7, Sat. 10-7 and Sun. 10-4 
 
3— Possible tree donation in Memorial Park. **Continued discussion - no final determination 
Mara D’Auria approached the village and Parks Commission about donating a tree or bench as 
a memorial to former Nyack resident Josh Friedrich. Continued discussion about which option 
would be the most appropriate; if a bench, it’s possible that there could also be a tree as part of 
the tree program. Als will consider best location. 
 
4 — Possible chess table/benches. **Continued discussion – no final determination 
Question of Who and Where purchasing the bench? 
Jim will pull a map of the park from the town website, to review locations on it. 
The village received a call about the possible donation of a heavy-duty chess table and bench. 
Parks Commission discussed possible locations with Marcy, there appears to be a good 
location along the brook area.  
 
 5 — New playground equipment. Email sent with catalog to choose from. Discussion about 
removal of sandbox, or replacement in another location. 
 
6 — Food trucks. Question about allowing food trucks to use park electrical to curb noise 
pollution from the use of gasoline generators. Question about reimbursement for electrical use. 
**Pending reply from Town Admin 
 
7 – Discussed ensuring that the Conservancy Plans align with the Park Commission plans, to 
ensure both groups are working in coordination. 
 
8– Piling stuck in the marina has been marked. Diver will try to pull, or will need one of the boat 
clubs mooring devices to pull it out. 
 
 
 
 
 



        


